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INTRODUCCIÓN



systems and even, in one case, studied disinterred medieval graves and torture instruments, in their quest for striking and strikingly new images and 
visual styles. Lively? Hell, yes…

The fi nal characteristic I would like to mention (or come back to) in relationship to graphic design in the UK is its eclecticism. Here I am thinking 
about hopelessly cosmopolitan fi gures such as Fernando Gutiérrez, Fuel, Non-Format, Åbäke, Fl@33, Vince Frost, Domenic Lippa (Pentagram), 
Alex Rich, Tomato. Not to mention the Pentagram umbrella, which, despite its strict rules and high standards and demands, ends up functioning as 
a sanctuary for elegantly eclectic styles. The focus has shifted again, this time not just away from London, but from the UK altogether. Post-colonial 
Britain is a vast melting-pot of cultures. The UK’s economy, and in particular its design, advertising, art and fashion industries could not survive 
without foreign markets, foreign capital and foreign labour. English, being the ultimate international language in a globalised world, continues to act 
as a magnet for business and talent. Every year, thousands of ambitious art students from all over the world enrol into British art courses. As they pay 
higher fees, these foreign students are welcomed with open arms by British schools. They are also welcomed by prospective employers afterwards. 
Nowadays, you can hardly fi nd a studio in London which does not employ at least one foreign designer, even if simply as work experience. Horizons 
have broadened, connections were made and kept, and tastes, habits and practices changed signifi cantly in the process.

Of course, dividing designers into categories is a fl awed strategy: fun for geeks, on a level with top ten movies or musical genres. In truth, the majority 
of the designers mentioned above can boast of at least two, if not all three, of these characteristics. And none more so than Peter Saville. Not included 
in the present book for reasons we shall outline below*, Saville possesses all the three main attributes of British graphic design – refi nement, visual 
innovation, eclecticism – in abundance, and the unique combination of these have made him one of the greatest image makers of his time. In decades 
to come, we may look back upon the work of British graphic designers and realise that Saville is not the only one who fi ts that description.

There is one last observation I would like to make. In the last decade, new technologies have allowed small studios to take on bigger jobs. We have 
witnessed a move away from the big corporate studios of the nineties and towards smaller and more fl exible set-ups, not dissimilar from those which 
allowed seminal artists such as Alan Fletcher (Pentagram), Barney Bubbles, Peter Saville, Malcolm Garrett, Jamie Reid, Terry Jones, Vaughn Oliver 
(V23), Neville Brody, Sean Perkins (North) and Ian Anderson (TDR) to create some of the most stunning and infl uential visuals of the seventies, 
eighties and nineties. May this new wave of raiders be able to carry this spirit of innovation, refi nement, experimentation and individuality deep into 
this yet to be shaped century. 

* PS 1
The main problem when compiling this book has been the over-abundance of relevant material and important names. People will inevitably feel 
frustrated (if not indeed aggravated) by our selection. A book such as this one is bound to be noted for the names it leaves out more than for those it 
includes. So I thought it would be useful to say a few more words about our selection criteria. Firstly, we tried to focus on the last fi ve to ten years, lea-
ving the eighties and the nineties behind. This is why still fully active luminaries such as Peter Saville, Malcolm Garrett, Terry Jones, Neville Brody, 
Sean Perkins (North) and Ian Anderson (TDR) are not includ-ed here. That was the easy part. After that, everything became subjective and debatable. 
We felt some people may have been overrepresented in print and decided to leave them out. We also felt, for example, that Fernando Gutiérrez had 
too much ‘Spain’ in his work and decided, much to our regret, to leave him out. At the end of the day, our main preoccupation in making this selection 
was to put into evidence the quality, the richness and the diversity of the graphic work being produced in and around this island.

* PS 2
If you are disappointed by the fact that we have not provided photographs of the designers featured in the book, or if you would like to know more 
about them and the British graphic design scene in general, you could do worse than go for a drink at the lovely Three Kings pub in Clerkenwell 
Green (opposite the entrance of the church). The Guinness is good and you will sometimes fi nd fellow graphic designers working behind the bar. I 
wouldn’t be surprised if quite a few of the designs featured in this book had been drunkenly dreamt up around its tables, or on the steps leading up to 
the church. Enjoy your pint (and your book).

Three types of designers 
you will fi nd 
at The Three Kings

by Marc
The fi rst question one has to ask is: but is there such a thing as British graphics? What can legitimately be called British, and
what cannot? Tricky question. Contemporary Britain is un-mistakably cosmopolitan. A selection criteria based purely on nationality, on passports, 
would not do the trick. Even the idea of focussing on practitioners who reside in the UK was prob-lematic: in the age of broadband, designers can 
move freely around the world, while continuing to work for British clients and within a British sphere. We therefore decided to use the looser, trickier 
idea of ‘belonging’, or ‘fellowship’, constantly asking the question: how does this work fi t into the UK’s visual art scene? But that brings us back to 
our starting point: what is that then? Is there such a thing as British graphics? 

In my view the answer to this question is, typically, yes and, well, no… Yes, in the sense that there is work that manifestly belongs to this cul-
ture, and no in the sense that in the UK today there doesn’t appear to be one predominant style. Moreover, the diversity of styles and infl uences 
is clearly one of the key characteristics of the graphics produced in this country. In fact, on this tour of contemporary British graphics, three dis-
tinct characteristics did stand out for me, and I have come to believe that they correspond to the three main facets of the British graphic design sce-
ne.

The fi rst thing that did strike me was the astonishingly high level of stylistic sophistication and erudition of the work in front of me. I am thin-
king, for example, about the work of Mark Farrow, Browns, Bibliothèque, Studio8, Sea, North, Mike  & Rebecca, Dan Eatock, Design Project, 
Spin, MadeThought, Multistorey, NB Studio, Proud Collective, Shaz Madani, William Hall and Angus Hyland at Pentagram. As I write this list 
down, I can’t avoid noticing that London-based practitioners are prevalent. In fact, all except one of those mentioned above are based in Lon-
don, though it must also be noted that a signifi cant proportion of them are not from London. But if you are a design practitioner in the UK, 
London is somehow inevitable. Even if your studio is not based in the capital, you are likely to still come regularly down on the train in or-
der to attend meetings, exhibitions, conferences. Not all ambitious British designers choose to establish themselves in London, but a lot of them 
do. These sophisticated London dwellers produce concept-led and incredibly well-informed work. I believe this style is, to some degree, the 
product of this particular milieu, which has plenty to offer in terms of infl uence and inspiration, without imposing many constraints on indivi-
dual creatives. More than anywhere else in the world, British graphic designers have been free to roam through design history, developing vi-
sual styles without the pressure of a dominant, overarching stylistic or theoretical framework. Like barbarian hordes entering more civilised but 
less dynamic territories, these young raiders were able to absorb infl uences such as the Swiss International Style and the Dutch, American and 
various other forms of modernism, and transform them into a vibrant new form. As a reaction to the abundance of material around them, the-
se new converts operate, for a majority of the time, within a rather strict minimalist aesthetic. They have resisted a general tendency to abuse 
new image making software and create fl ashy and facile images, preferring instead to stick to the basics of graphic composition and type layout. 
Nevertheless, true to their modernist calling, they also make sure that the results look absolutely and radically contemporary, not hesitating to splash 
on specials and colours and textures, or throw a spontaneous gesture or post-modern twist into the mix. Being able to service a cosmopolitan, sophis-
ticated and non-traditionalist clientèle has certainly also been a factor in the development of this particular style. Over the years, it has produced disci-
plined, timeless and disconcertingly stylish designs for this well-off clientèle, while giving the UK’s arts & culture sectors a very recognizable look.

The second characteristic of UK-based graphic design seems, initially at least, diametrically opposed to the fi rst one. From concept-led design, we do 
a U-turn to move towards highly illustrative, image-led work – in other words, from design work to graphic work. Relentless visual experimentation 
has been a trademark of British graphics. The heirs of Vaughn Oliver & V23 have continued to refuse easy, pleasing, carefully ordered imagery in 
order to search for new ways of making images – unique and previously unimaginable images. When saying this, I am thinking about the likes of The 
Designers Republic (TDR), Build (Michael Place, ex-TDR), Universal Everything (Matt Pyke, also ex -TDR), Ehquestionmark, Graphic Thought Fa-
cility (GTF), Accept & Proceed, Julian House (Intro), Family, Hellovon, Tom Hingston, Me Company, Airside, Studio Tonne, Rick Myers, Attik, Ja-
mes Joyce (One Fine Day), Studio Output, and Jonathan Barnbrook. We’re still often in London here, but also in Manchester, Sheffi eld, Birmingham, 
Brighton, Huddersfi eld, Nottingham… The balance has shifted, away from London, and the prying and judgemental eyes of fellow designers, towards 
the unquiet North and other less over-designed corners of the UK. 

In particular, these designers have supplied the UK’s phenom-enally successful and productive music industry with visuals. Record labels (such as 
Factory Records, 4AD, Warp, Ninja Tunes and Lex) proved to be accommodating patrons, allowing designers to let rip – which they did, going at 
visuals with both a vision and a vengeance. They have explored 3D imagery and architectural photography, all kinds of digital illustration, ornamen-
tation, graffi ti, chemistry charts, origami techniques… They have obliterated type, pulled down grids, rejected symmetry, distorted scale, warped 
perspective, scrambled language… They have used stains, holes, hairs, marker pens, Stanley knives… They have defaced covers, subverted signage 



BANK



There are two of us – a French/German couple – plus one intern and some associated designers. As thinking designers with a lengthy experience of 
working for clients and agencies as freelancers, we founded BANK™ because we like the idea of being in contact with other points of view and other 
opinions while working on something. As a working group with an international network of other designers/artists/musicians we are able to connect 
talents from different fi elds for certain needs.

BANK™
--
Rungestrasse 22–24
10179 Berlin
Germany
--
T +49 30 24047570 
--
tellme@bankassociates.de
http://www.bankassociates.de
--BANK™
--
Rungestrasse 22–24
10179 Berlin
Germany
--
T +49 30 24047570 
--
tellme@bankassociates.de
http://www.bankassociates.de
--
--
 What is German?

Sebastian Bissinger: A real-life example: My partner and girlfriend Laure Boer has a Spanish grandmother and a French one, but she’s French, our 
latest intern has grandparents who lived in Mexico and is half Polish, but he grew up in Germany. The mother of my German/French son was born in 
France, her father is Afro-American, her mother half French, half Peruvian. Her stepfather is German, but his fi rst wife was Korean. So her stepsister 
is half German and half Korean and meanwhile has married an American. My father was born in Austria and grew up in Mexico, and his mother 
who was of German origin had already been born there. My sister has a son whose father is British. One of my best friends and a business partner, 
Nikolai Wolff, is married to an Argentinean woman and has two children, our neighbors at the offi ce both come from the States, our previous intern 
was a Swede. My other best friends are British, Hungarian and half Italian. The British man is living with a Greek woman who was actually born in 
Germany, the Hungarian was in fact born in Germany, has a child with an Irish woman and two more with an Austrian woman. The half Italian – he 
was born in Germany too – is living with a Bulgarian woman. My cousin has just married a Canadian girl, my uncle is living with a Rumanian, and 
my aunt has been married to her husband, a Venezuelan of German origin, for thirty years.

P.S. All but three of those mentioned live in Germany. 

 What is German design?

 Visual forms of expression seem increasingly to be associated with certain scenes, tendencies and fashions that are not confi ned to coun-
tries. A mingling of infl uences is taking place in design which on the one hand come from every part of the world and on the other from every possible 
discipline. Today it‘s much harder than it was ten or fi fteen years ago to demonstrate a <heritage> specifi c to one country.

  Please describe your working process.

 We always try to fi gure out what the real needs of the client or a certain project are and then we fi nd an appropriate form for it. We work 
pretty freely on different approaches, looking over it together and fi guring out which is the most interesting way to go. We all work in parallel on 
different aspects of one job. To realize one‘s own projects (from design to events like www.goodandplenty.de or the association of female designers 



1/2 – http://1demi.canalblog.com) is a very important part of our work.

  What do you aim to achieve with your work?

 We try to take part in the constant development of visual culture by doing things that are more interesting, more puzzling and more effec-
tive than most of the graphic design we all see every day. For us it‘s important to have social and political responsibility instead of serving and not 
questioning omnipresent capitalistic stupidity. 

  You’ve invited a friend to Germany; name one place they really must visit and a quintessential experience 
you recommend.

 The Deutsches Museum in Munich.

  What is the most important  lesson you have learned in your profession so far?

 Line spacing. So that you can also read between the lines.



Previus pags , superior BANK_ Fenster and BANK_Schreibtische
Inferior: BANK_Umgebun_03 and BANK_ Umgebun_011
Pag Left BANK_typisch_deutsch



BANK_Das_Patent_Light

Bank_ Daspatent_Alphabet

The Patent

Adam Slowik at BANK

--

It‘s possible to build an object that dis-
plays all the letters of the alphabet if you 
play around with it.

--

A2



Design Museum Zurich

Bank Museum Für Gestaltung Zürich_B7E1507

BANK_MuseumFür GestaltungZürich_B7E1512

BANK_MuseumFür GestaltungZürich_B7E1508

BANK_MuseumFür GestaltungZürich_B7E1504
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COLORS AND THE KIDS
--
Zehdenicker Strasse 1
10119 Berlin
germany
--
M +49 177 3076055
--
hello@colorsandthekids.com
www.colorsandthekids.com
--

REWIND.

Sebastian, Maik and Elisabeth met at the Bauhaus University in Weimar. Some years later they would form CatK.

PAUSE.

They explored their own paths. They developed their skills. They established a style. They worked with Fabrica, Die Gestalten, Hesse Design, Hort 
and many other clients. Yet, their paths converged on Berlin, and after traveling inside Germany and abroad, the pause for CatK was over.

PLAY.

CatK starts playing together in Berlin. CatK‘s fi eld of work is direction, graphic design, motion graphics, sound design, illustration, editorial design 
and video for culture, art, fashion and music. They can be described as a design studio, yet they are much more than that. Ask, and a creative visual 
response in any area will be provided.

FORWARD.

At CatK the future is bright. Friends are working together and they‘re building a network enabling them to develop any creative project. Their 
network includes musicians, photographers, software developers and writers. Any creative prospect is possible. CatK is worldwide and enjoys its 
capacity for organic growth. With a defi ned stylistic approach, they renew their style with every project, creating something fresh and unique every 
single time. CatK can dance to pop or to classical. The client list will continue to grow as it now includes Universal Music, Warner Music, Benetton, 
Fabrica, Colors Magazine, T-COM, Comedy Central, and many small, independent clients.

Color matters, music matters and communication matters at CatK. Actually everything matters.
--
 What is German?

E.  Taking a leisurely breakfast…
S.  … with rolls, cheese, sausage, honey, jam, Nutella, plum purée…
M. and scrambled egg.
 What is German design?
S. The SK4 by Dieter Rams and Hans Gugelot
E. And the Opel Manta.
M.  Turrican.

 Describe your working process.

a.  We generally get started and then plan how we‘ll continue, in the midst of it all we quarrel and run out of the place shouting. After 
everyone‘s calmed down we sort out the results and reach a harmonious outcome. 

  What do you aim to achieve with your work?



M. A machine drum and a professional camera and a chair and a trip to Brazil.
S.  A Porsche.
E.  Being able to buy Sebastian und Maik everything they want

  You’ve invited a friend to Germany; name one place they really must visit and a quintessential experience 
you recommend.

M. In Berlin spend a proper rave night in the Panoramabar and at 8 the next morning have a nice conversation with the taxi driver. 
E. Go to the island of Rügen, fi nd the last non-touristy corner and build a <Kleckerburg> (a sand castle made from dripping-wet sand).
S.  I haven‘t the faintest idea.

  What is the most important  lesson you have learned in your profession so far?

a. Not to take design and yourself too seriously.
--
E = Elisabeth
S = Sebastiaan 
M = Maik
A = All,

CATK imgs studio

Studio

Curt
--

Brief:

Designing a show-reel opener for the presentation 
of Curt’s motion-design pieces. The introduction 
was intended to give a brief insight into Curt‘s por-
tfolio as a prospectus and to convey its essence.
--

Solution:

From colors, surfaces and elements from the va-
rious works we designed an individual graphic 
world centered on Curt as a person. From the ini-
tially still fi gurative presentation, in the course of 
the introductory clip we developed a new pulsating 
sculpture.
--

imgs
Curt 08
Curt 02
Curt 05



Hyper et arty
--

Brief:

Part of the diploma project <Hit>, supervised by Pro-
fessor Jay Rutherford and Roger Behrens. To take a 
closer look at the making of identity in popular music 
a fi ctitious artist‘s identity was to be created and its 
potential success in the market had to be measured.
--

Solution:

As the exagGeration and ostentation of the packaging 
– especially in pop music – can‘t be separated from the 
music, a particularly sugary, glorifi ed visual language 
enhanced with references was chosen. 
--

He_A 01

He_A04

He_A05 He_A03



Lebensfreude Records
--
Brief:

Development of concept and design for the records of the Berlin label Lebensfreude Records. Because of lower sales fi gures on the vinyl market, a 
low, fi nancial outlay was an important consideration for the label.
--
Solution:

In developing the concept we restricted ourselves to using one-color printing and a simple design system which produces good results without great 
expense. The label consists of informal typography and in each case an illustration that refers to the title.
--

LF 02, LF 03, LF 01, LF 05

Broken Poster

Eskimo Poster


